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Nirvana

Escaping the fast-paced world and savouring the moment: This is an absolute must
from time to time in order to ﬁnd oneself and be able to accept change, especially in
today’s globalised, constantly changing world. With its Women's Legwear Collection
Autumn/Winter 2019/20, FALKE embarks on an emotional journey through mysticism,
spirituality and symbolism. Vibrant and bright colours from the world of spiritualism
merge with dark tones inspired by occultism and the supernatural. Inspired by
druidism, the collection is rounded oﬀ by the natural colours of the wild and rugged
nature of Scottish coasts and landscapes.

FALKE Women’s Legwear highlights:

FALKE Sequin Brosch The transparent sock in elegant black with detachable brooch
is an absolute eye-catcher.

FALKE Crafted Stitches The tights with open ajour rib structure lend the leg a
particularly beautiful look and are perfect for elegant skirts in autumn. The overknee
look adds that certain Something.

FALKE Nirvana Print 360° print articles are the colourful highlights in the knitwear
range featuring a special pattern that makes them ideal for both sneakers and
pumps.

FALKE Jewel The sheer socks showcase tulle and lace in elegant colours.

FALKE Holi Mood FALKE Holi Mood The tights with ﬂower tendrils allover on a
golden lurex background attract admiring looks and are the perfect companion for the
little black dress.

Oktoberfest Specials In time for the Oktoberfest FALKE continues the tradition and
presents knee-highs with traditional plait knitting pattern and net stay-ups with heart
pattern on the cuff.

Christmas specials For the festive season, the FALKE Christmas Star socks with
glittering wings at the shaft and the FALKE Highshine tights in allover lurex look will
make you dream.
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